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News and changes in F2 6.1 

Dear F2 user, 

Welcome to version 6.1 of cBrain’s F2. New Functionality in 6.1 is an update 

amendment that is designed for users of F2 Desktop and related add-on modules. 

The F2 version 6.1 offers, among other things, the following new functions: 

F2 Desktop 

 New presentation video upon start-up 

 Searches have been made more user-friendly 

 Delete record / delete for everyone 

 Remove from list 

 New design and new options for chat. 

F2 Administrator 

 New configuration options. 

F2 AD FS 

 New add-on module for F2. 

F2 Shared email-boxes 

 Send from extra email address. 

F2 Meetings 

 Access restriction 

 Public and private items. 

F2 Case templates 

 New add-on module for F2. 

F2 Touch 

 New design 

 New search options 

 Create approvals in F2 Touch 

 Login using Face ID.  
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New in F2 Desktop 

New presentation video 

When F2 is opened a video is 

played that presents the new 

functions in F2 version 6.1. 

In the video window it is 

possible to tick the box “Don’t 

show again” and the video will 

not be displayed again. 

The video can also be found in 

the F2 menu under “Video”. 

It is also possible to disable the 

“Show video upon start up” 

function under the user settings. 

 

 

Figure 1: New presentation video (only in Danish) 

Searches have been made more user-friendly 

In F2 version 6.1 there has been made several changes to help optimise searches 

making them more user-friendly. For example, searches performed using metadata 

fields have been renamed to Advanced search. It is now also possible to filter a 

search result using the free-text search field. 

The individual improvements are described in the following sections.  

Advanced search 

The menu item “Advanced search” in the main window ribbon makes it possible to 

search for content that appears in the various metadata fields. Advanced search 

enables the user to search for specific content using search fields. It is also possible 

to find the “Save search” function under the menu item “Advanced search”. 

A search performed using only the free-text search field will result in a very broad 

search whereas the advanced search will often give a more precise result. 

Click on Advanced search in the main window ribbon to view the search field 

groups. 

Note: The video is currently 

only available in Danish and 

is not displayed on English 

installations. 
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Figure 2: Advanced search 

The search fields have been split into search groups. Every search group contains a 

number of different search fields and can be unfolded by clicking on it. See the 

figure below. 

 

Figure 3: The search group “General” 

It is possible to search for a specific search field. Enter the search text in the field 

above the search groups. F2 will then show all the search fields that contain the 

search text in the name. It is not necessary to press Enter to see the results. 

A user can mark his/her favourite search fields with a star. To do this let the mouse 

hover over the search field and click on the star to add the search field as a 

favourite. Favourite search fields are displayed in the top of the “Favourite search 

fields” group. To remove a search field as a favourite simply click on the star again. 

Advanced 

search 
View Search field groups 

Free-text search field 
Favourite search fields 

Search in search fields 
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Figure 4: Favourite search fields 

Edit favorite search fields 

The menu item “Edit favourite search fields” has been 

moved from the “Main window” tab to the “Settings” 

tab. The icon has also been changed. 

Press on the menu item Edit favourite search 

fields in the ribbon to open the “Edit favourite search 

fields” window. Here it is also possible to select which 

search fields should be displayed in the search group 

“Favourite search fields” in the advanced search. 

 

Figure 5: The menu item 
“Edit favourite search fields” 

Indication of hidden, filled out search fields 

If one or more search fields have been filled, it is indicated as the search field name 

will be marked in bold. This makes it possible to find filled out fields even when the 

groups are folded. 

 

Figure 6: Search field groups 

The icon for advanced searches appears above the search fields when one of the 

search fields is filled out. The icon is visible as long as one or more search fields are 

filled, even if the search fields are hidden by deselecting “Advanced search” in the 

A metadata 
search field 

is filled out in 

the search 

groups 
“General” 
and “Chat” 

This icon is displayed 

when search fields 
are filled out in an 
advanced search 

Clear search 
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ribbon. Entered search words can be removed from the search fields by clicking on 

Clear.  

Free-text searches are now performed using truncation 

By default, all searches performed in the free-text search field include words of 

which the search word is a component. For example, if the word day is entered F2 

not only searches for the word day but also for words that start with day like 

daylight or daytime. 

This corresponds to putting an * after the word (truncation). 

In order to search only for the entered word a space needs to be added after the 

word. In other words, if only search results containing the word “day” are wanted, 

the user must enter “day + [space]” in the search field. 

How to view the results is chosen above the free-text search field 

It is possible to select whether the result list should be displayed as a list of 

records, cases, documents or requests. Click on the wanted view above the free-

text search field in the main window as shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 7: The result view 

Filters have been moved 

It is possible to filter and sort the results. It is possible to apply filters when the 

result list is displayed as records or as cases. 

Press on the icon  to view the filtering options in a drop-down menu. 

The different filtering options for the record view are:  

 All 

 Unread 

 With chats 

 With documents 

 With flags. 

Result view The result list displayed as records 
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Figure 8: Filter options for records 

The different filtering options for the case view are:  

 All 

 Unread 

 With chats 

 With documents 

 With flags 

 Match. 

 

Figure 9: Filter options for cases 

View the available filters 

in the record view The record view is selected 

The case view is selected 
View the available filters 

in the case view 
 

Note: In version 6.1 the search filter “Those that match the search” has 

changed name to “Match” in the case view. 
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Filter results by search word 

It is also possible to filter the search results using the free-text search field. This 

can for example be useful if the given search has provided a large number of 

results. 

To apply the filter simply write a word in the free-text search field. F2 will 

automatically only display the search results that contain the word entered in the 

free-text search results. This allows for a better overview if the search results are 

numerous. When applying a filter, a new search is not performed as the filter only 

applies to an existing search. Therefore, filtration can also be applied to searches in 

saved lists that contain a large number of either records or cases. 

Filtration also uses automatic truncation. Read more about this in the section Free-

text searches are now performed using truncation. 

By pressing Enter or clicking the search icon, F2 performs a new search using the 

selected search criteria. 

The option to apply filters can be turned off in the user settings. Here it is possible 

to choose between searches performed with filters or standard searches. Standard 

searches require the user to press Enter before the search is performed. 

 

Figure 10: User settings 

Perform the search on this list 

The function “Perform the search on this list” transfers the search criteria used on 

one search to another list. This makes it possible to perform the same search on a 

different list than the chosen one. 

The function “Perform the search on this list” can now only be applied to standard 

lists. A standard list is a list that has no other search criteria applied than the 

standard search. 

Choose between 

“Search with filtering” 

and “Standard search” 
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Perform the free-text search on this list 

If a user wants to perform a search on a different list that only searches for the 

word entered in the free-text search field, it is possible to do this using the function 

“Perform the free-text search on this list” in the right-click menu. A search is then 

conducted for the chosen list using the current content in the free-text search field. 

It is important to right-click on the wanted list before marking the list, as this will 

otherwise result in a new search without the desired search criteria. 

User and participant images 

It is now possible to add images to F2 users, units and external participants. The 

images are shown in the participant master record for users, units and external 

participants. For users the image will also be displayed in the chat window along 

with the user identification that can be found in the upper right corner in the main, 

record and case window. 

 

Figure 11: The image on the participant master record 

Images can be added and changed by selecting “Change image” in the right-click 

menu for the participant in the participant register. Click on Contacts in the 

navigation line in the main window to open the participant register. Right-click on a 

participant and click on Change image. To remove an image, click on Remove 

image in the right-click menu. 

Participant 

image 
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Figure 12: Right-click menu for a participant 

In the dialogue “Change image” select the wanted image from either a local or 

external drive on the computer by clicking the Browse button. Using the zoom 

buttons – and + it is possible to define the size of the selected image. Then click on 

OK to either add or change the image. 

 

Figure 13: The “Change image” dialogue 

Change image 

“Contacts” in the 

navigation line 

Remove image 

Click on Browse to select an 

image on the computer 

Select the image size using 

the zoom buttons 

OK 
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F2 users can also change the picture using the user identification in the upper right 

corner in the main, record and case window. 

 

Figure 14: Change image through the user identification 

New design and new functions for the chat window 

The chat window has been given a new design and now includes an overview of all 

the chats and notes on the record or case. The new chat window makes it possible 

to switch between different chats while remaining in the same window. 

If the chat participants have added an image to their user profiles, the images will 

be displayed on the participant list in the chat. 

 

Figure 15: The new chat window 

The chat window functions have been compiled in one drop-down menu. In this 

menu it is now possible to name chats, while the function “Reply wanted” has been 

removed. Changes made here are applied to the current record only. 

Change image 

Current image 

Overview of all the chats 
and notes on the record 

Chat participant image 
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Figure 16: The compiled list of chat functions in the drop-down menu 

The new function “Deactivate notifications” has been added. This function makes it 

possible to deactivate notifications for the specific chat for either one hour, eight 

hours, 24 hours or until the user manually turns on the notifications. If a user has 

deactivated notifications for a chat, the record will not appear in the user’s inbox 

should new entries be added. 

 

Figure 17: Deactivate notifications for chat 

Improved case help 

A number of changes and improvements to the case help have been implemented 

in F2. Case help is a function meant to support the organisation’s rules and 

guidelines so case management is handled according to the organisation’s 

regulations. 

The individual changes and improvements are described in the following sections. 

Changes to the “Case help” dialogue  

In the “Case help” dialogue there are now three options: 

Drop-down menu with the chat window 

functions 

The new function “Name chat” 
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 “OK”. The case help is performed to the record in question. 

 “Ask again later”. The case help is not performed for the record in question. 

However, the case help is still active and the dialogue will appear again 

when relevant. 

 “For this record do not ask again”. The case help is not performed and is 

deactivated for the record. The case help can be reactivated on the 

“Advanced” tab on the record. 

 

Figure 18: Case help options for the record 

Case help by right-clicking 

It is possible, if configured, to activate case help in relation to right-click functions 

in the main window. The configuration for this function is performed in cooperation 

with cBrain. By default, case help is deactivated for right-click functions. 

Case help can be implemented for records in the main window when one of the 

following right-click functions is performed on a record that is in the main window’s 

result list: 

 Access control  

 Attach record to case 

 Register record 

 Unregister record 

 External access 

 Complete record 

 Reopen record 

 Add supplementary case manager 

 Change the responsible user/unit. 

Multiple records warning 

If a right-click action is performed on multiple records in the main window, but one 

or more records have case help pending, a warning will appear. It is then possible 

to answer each record’s individual case help questions by either clicking on Repeat 

or Repeat all which can be repeated. 
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Figure 19: The dialogue for unanswered case help in relation to right-click actions 

“Status” is changed to OK when the case help has been performed for all the 

records. The original action is performed on the records when OK is clicked in the 

dialogue. 

The dialogue is displayed even if the user has deselected the “Show warning when 

mass operations fail” field in the user settings. 

Case help for answer records 

If an answer record is created to either reply to or forward a record that has its 

case help activated, the new answer record will also have activated case help. 

If the original record that is being answered or forwarded does not have case help, 

the new record will only have its case help activated if records by default are 

created with case help. This depends on the installation settings.  

Distribution lists 

A number of changes and improvements to distribution lists in F2 have been 

implemented. The individual changes and improvements are described in the 

following sections. 

New design for managing distribution lists 

The dialogues for managing distribution lists have gotten a new design. 

Also, the dialogue “Distribution lists” have had the following columns implemented: 

“Name”, “Last changed”, “Created” and “Visibility”. The “Visibility” column indicates 

whether the distribution list is private or common. The visibility for a private list is 

set to “Me”, while a common distribution is set to “Everyone”. 

Decide what to do with the case 

help for the selected record 

Decide what to do with the case 
help for several records 

Status 

OK 
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Figure 20: The ”Distribution list” dialogue 

To view the content of a distribution list, simply unfold the list in the “Distribution 

list” dialogue. For a more detailed overview of the content of the distribution list, 

select the wanted list and click on Show content in the ribbon. The dialogue 

“Show content: [Distribution list]” will open, allowing the user to view the content 

of the distribution list as it is in that particular moment. 

 

Figure 21: The “Show content: [Distribution list]” dialogue 

Distribution lists as part of a distribution list 

It is possible to add a distribution list to another distribution list, along with units, 

external participants and individual users. This makes it easier to maintain the 

distribution lists as any changes to the organization will only require an update of 

Visibility indicates 

whether list is private or 
common 

Unfold list 

Show the content of the selected list 

Columns 
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the original distribution list. Any other distribution lists containing the original 

distribution list will automatically be updated. 

Unique names for distribution lists 

It is no longer possible for the same user to create two private distributions lists 

with identical names. Also, common distribution lists can no longer have identical 

names. 

In the “New distribution list” dialogue, visibility for a private list is set to “Me” and a 

common distribution lists should be set to “Everyone”. 

Show distribution list content using the main window preview 

It is possible to view the current content of a distribution list directly from the main 

window’s preview. Select “Show content” by right-clicking on the distribution lists in 

the receiver field in the main window’s preview. A dialogue will display the content 

of the distribution list as shown in the figure below.  

 

Figure 22: Right-click to view the distribution list content using the main window’s preview 

The displayed content of the distribution list is from the time when the dialogue was 

opened. The actual distribution list content may change from the time of the 

viewing to the moment when the list is added to the record. 

Send from a different address 

From the user settings it is possible to select either “Me” or “My current unit” as the 

standard sender for new deliveries. The settings can be found under “Records” in 

the “Setup” dialogue. The “Setup” dialogue is found on the “Settings” tab in the 

main window. See the figure below. 

Show content 
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Figure 23: Sender user settings 

In cooperation with cBrain, it is possible to configure the same standard setup for 

all users if wanted. 

It is always possible to select a different sender in the “From” field on an email 

regardless of which user setting has been chosen as a standard. 

New shortcut in the case window 

It is possible to use the shortcut Ctrl + L in the case window to view all the case 

fields. 

Select the time zone 

A new setup has been implemented, enabling the user to select whether F2 displays 

the date and time using the server’s or the F2 client’s time zone. As a standard the 

F2 client’s time zone is selected. Set the time zone under “User” in the “Setup” 

dialogue that is opened on the “Settings” tab in the main window. 

The chosen time zone is used in, among other things, deadlines. If the user has 

decided to use the F2 client’s time zone, he/she will see deadlines in local time, e.g. 

when abroad. The same applies to deadlines or searches using date and/or time. 

Other F2 users, who are in a different time zone, will see the date and time 

according to their own time zone. 

Date and time generated on the server will always be displayed using the server’s 

time zone. This applies to Word files generated to PDF, etc. 

These setup options have to be configured in cooperation with cBrain. 

It’s possible for anyone to create external participants 

Through a configuration setting it is now possible to allow all users to create and 

edit external participants. By default, this setting is not activated. The configuration 

is set up in cooperation with cBrain. 

Select the default 

sender for deliveries 
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Changes to F2 Desktop 

Remove from list 

A new menu group in the main window’s ribbon has been created. The menu group 

is called “Remove” and contains the buttons “Archive”, “Remove from list” and 

“Delete record”.  

 

Figure 24: The menu group 
“Remove” 

The “Remove from list” function previously existed 

as the shortcut Ctrl+E in the main window. Now it 

is implemented as a menu item directly in the main 

window’s ribbon.  

The “Remove from list” function can be used to remove all records from the list that 

is currently displayed in the main window and is available on lists and search lists 

created from: 

 My inbox 

 My desktop 

 The unit’s inbox 

 The unit’s desktop. 

If a record is removed from one list, it can still be found on other lists where it has 

been placed. The record can be found in the “Archive”, “My archive” and in any 

search lists made based on these lists. 

Delete record 

It is no longer possible to completely delete a record that either is or has been 

shared. A record is shared if at some point it has been placed in another user’s or 

unit’s inbox (or personal archive), e.g. via a chat, a note, an email or if the user 

has been set as supplementary case manager on the record. 

The menu item “Delete record” works in two different ways depending on whether 

the record has been shared.  

Delete shared records 

Records that are or have been shared cannot be deleted from F2. For example, this 

means that it is not possible to delete an email or a record that contains a chat. As 

soon as the record has been shared the first time it cannot be deleted even if the 

chat has been deleted. 

If the record is shared (or has been shared), the following actions occur when 

clicking on Delete record: 

 The record is removed from “My inbox”, “My desktop”, “My archive” and 

from any search lists created based on these lists. 

 The record is placed in “My deleted records”. 
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 The record is still located in the “Archive” where it is possible to search for 

it. 

 All other users that share the record are still able to see it in their lists. 

Delete non-shared records 

Records that are not and have not been shared can be deleted from F2. 

If the record has never been shared, the following actions occur when clicking on 

Delete record: 

 The record is removed from all lists. 

 The record is placed in “My deleted records” from where it can either be 

permanently deleted or recreated. 

New privilege: Delete for everyone 

The menu item “Delete for everyone” makes it possible to delete the record for all 

users even if the record is or has been shared. Only users with the privilege “Can 

delete shared records for everyone” have access to the menu item “Delete for 

everyone”. The menu item is not visible for users without this privilege. 

 

Figure 25: The menu item “Delete for 
everyone” 

“Delete for everyone” is located in a drop-down 

menu under “Delete record”. From here it is 

possible to delete a record even if it is shared.  

The following conditions prohibit the record to be deleted for everyone: 

 The user does not have access to edit the record. 

 The record is in editing mode. 

 The record contains an unseen annotation. 

 It is a submission that is in its approval flow. 

 The record has a record number on a case i.e.: 

o The record is attached to a case. 

o The record is registered. 

Changes to the record window 

A number of changes have been made to the record window. They will be described 

in the following sections. 

New design for the format selector 

The format selector for attached documents on delivery records has been given a 

new design. The option of selecting the same format for all the attached documents 

has been moved to the top of the document selector. 
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Figure 26: The format selector 

New menu group on the record tab 

The menu items “Attach”, “Print” and “Lock documents” have been compiled in the 

“Document” group located in the ribbon on the record tab. “Lock documents” is 

used to temporarily lock the documents on the record so they cannot be edited. 

 

Figure 27: New menu group on the record tab 

More information about emails 

In the record window it is possible to see when an email record has been sent or 

received, respectively. It is also possible to see if the email was sent or received 

externally or internally. Any problems sending the email will be indicated here. The 

information is found at the top, just below the record’s ribbon. 

Select the same format for 
all attached documents 
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Figure 28: Information about a sent record 

Administrator roles have now been assigned privileges 

The business-, user- and technical administrator roles have now been assigned 

privileges (prior they had roles only). This makes it possible for individual F2 

installations to create specialized administrator roles containing the exact privileges 

that are desired. It is also possible to adjust which privileges that are included in 

each administrator role. 

The individual privileges have been assigned to the three administrator roles 

mentioned above (an administrator role with all privileges still exists). No changes 

have been made to the assignments and options of the individual administrator 

roles. 

Menu items have moved 

The location of the menu items on the administrator tab in the main window ribbon 

has been changed. The menu items that relate to units, users and participants have 

been split into the menu groups “Units and users” and “Participants”. 

 

Figure 29: The ribbon on the administrator tab 

New configuration options 

A number of configuration options have been moved from configuration files to F2 

Configuration. They can be accessed with administrator privileges. This makes it 

faster to both install new installations and to continuously adjust F2 as new needs 

arise. The configurations are made in cooperation with cBrain. 

Lists and folders now unfold when double-clicked 

It is possible to unfold sub-lists and sub-folders by double-clicking on lists and 

folders containing nodes in the main window. 

Information about sent record 

The group “Units and users” The group “Participants” 
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The privileges for supplementary case managers have been changed 

The default value for the user setting regarding supplementary units’ and case 

managers’ privileges has been changed from “Read access” to “Write access”. This 

applies henceforth to new users or if the settings are reset. The default value is not 

changed for existing users. 
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Changes to F2’s add-on modules 

F2 ADFS 

F2 Desktop is now able to manage the validation of users by using ADFS. cBrain 

has developed the add-on module F2 ADFS which supports both OAuth and SAML 

2.0. This is an improvement to the way in which F2 validates users. F2 ADFS is 

relevant for organisations running F2 as a cloud-based solution. 

ADFS is set up in cooperation with cBrain. 

F2 Shared email-boxes 

It is now possible to select an extra email address as the sender for units with extra 

email addresses (shared email-boxes). This has to be set up by an administrator 

before the individual users can choose an extra email address as the sender. 

Administrator setup 

“Reply from extra email” can be selected both when creating and editing extra 

emails for units. Tick the box Reply from extra email.  

 

Figure 30: Create extra email 

Users in the unit in question will then be able to choose the extra email address as 

the sender for outgoing mail. 

  

Reply from extra 
email 
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Select the sender 

To select an extra email as the sender, right-click in the field “From” on the email 

record. Then tick the desired sender address.

 

Figure 31: Choose between available sender email addresses 

F2 Meetings 

The icon for meeting forums is used on the administrator tab 

The menu item “Meeting forum” on the administrator tab 

is now displayed with the same meeting forum icon used 

elsewhere. 

 

Figure 32: The menu item 
“Meeting forums” 

Meeting forums are displayed in alphabetical order 

All active meeting forums are now displayed in alphabetical order in an authority’s 

overview of active forums. These can be viewed by clicking on Meetings in the 

navigation line. 

Access restrictions for meeting forums 

The “Security group” field shown when creating or editing a meeting forum has 

been changed to a general access restriction. This can contain users, units, security 

groups and teams. 

Choose extra email as sender Choose between the available email addresses 
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Figure 33: Meeting forum editing 

New icon for meetings  

The Meetings icon has been changed. The icon is 

displayed on, among others, the navigation line and on 

the menu item “Add to meeting” located on the 

“Advanced” tab for records.  

Figure 34: The “Meeting” 
icon 

Functions in the meeting window’s ribbon 

It is possible to change the state of all agenda items directly from the ribbon of a 

meeting case. It is also possible to add a new item to the agenda from the ribbon. 

 

Figure 35: The meeting tab’s ribbon 

Copy or move agenda items 

It is possible to copy or move agenda items from either the agenda or the meeting 

minutes from one meeting to another meeting. 

The functions Copy and Move are now displayed in the same dialogue. See the 

figure below. 

Limited access 

Add new agenda item 
Change the state of all 
the meeting items 
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Figure 36: Copy or move agenda items 

It is possible to choose whether agenda items should be copied or moved to the 

chosen meeting. Agenda and minutes items whose status is set to “Final” can only 

be copied to other meetings. They cannot be moved. 

In the minutes’ text on the original meeting a comment will be created saying 

“Copied/moved to meeting ‘[name of the chosen meeting]’”. 

On the agenda item for the meeting to which the item was copied or moved, the 

item will be marked with the comment “Copied/moved from meeting ‘[name of the 

original meeting]’”.  

View the item’s title when the item is being edited 

The title of the item being edited is now displayed in the text editing window for the 

agenda and minutes items. 

 

Figure 37: The text editing window 

Public and closed items 

An agenda item can be marked as either a “Public item” or a “Closed item”. This 

can be done for every single item when the meeting is in editing mode as displayed 

in the figure below. 

The chosen meeting 

Copy or move agenda item 
to the selected meeting 

Agenda item title 
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Figure 38: Public and closed agenda items 

An icon next to every individual item indicates whether the item is public or closed 

once the changes have been saved. By default, the items are public. 

 

Figure 39: Public agenda item 

 

Figure 40: Closed agenda item 

If one or more agenda items on a meeting have been marked as closed, two PDFs 

will be generated; one with all the agenda items and one with only the public items. 

This is applicable to all cases where a PDF is generated for either the agenda or the 

minutes. 

In the menu items “Show agenda” and “Show summary” it is possible to select 

whether to display a public version of either the agenda and/or minutes. This 

presupposes that one or more agenda items on a meeting have been marked as 

closed. 

 

Figure 41: Agenda and minutes containing public items 

View the agenda item number on the PDF appendix 

The number of the relevant agenda item for each individual appendix is displayed in 

the header of the PDF version for both the agenda and the minutes. 

The following text is inserted into the header: 

“MEETING [TITLE] “ITEM [ITEM NUMBER] [TITLE] APPENDIX [APPENDIX NUMBER]” 

  

The item is public The item is closed 

Only include public 
agenda items 

Only include public 

items in the minutes 
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Bookmarks in PDF 

Appendices in a PDF version of both an agenda and the minutes now contain 

bookmarks. The bookmarks can be used as a table of contents which makes it 

easier to navigate between the different appendices. Viewing bookmarks requires a 

PDF reader that is able to display them. 

A signature page for the minutes 

It is now possible to add a merge field in the minutes’ template that automatically 

adds a page with a signature field for every individual participant. Teams, units and 

security groups have one signature field for each group. System templates are 

configured in cooperation with cBrain. 

F2 Case templates 

cBrain has developed a new module; F2 Case templates.  

Select case template when creating a new case 

It is possible to define a number of case templates that can be chosen when 

creating a new case. Selecting a case template means that a number of case fields 

can be pre-filled, obligatory or non-editable for the user. For example, the case 

fields can be file-plan, keywords and access restriction. 

F2 Case templates is set up in cooperation with cBrain. 
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F2 Touch 

New design for F2 Touch 

The user interface for F2 

Touch has gotten a 

completely new design 

that allows for easy 

access to both existing 

and many new functions.  

 

Figure 42: My inbox 

The record view 

The ability to navigate between lists, records and cases has been separated from 

actions like creating, editing and archiving. With this, the use of F2 Touch has 

become more intuitive and up-to-date.  

Change view 

Advanced search 

and cSearch (add-
on module) 

New record 

Show lists and 
folders 

Free-text search in 
the displayed list 

Record type 

Attached 

documents, 

chats, notes 

and/or 
annotations Sender 

Responsible 
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Navigating to chats and notes on a 

record can be found on the top 

ribbon just below the blue bar. 

When in the record view, icons for 

the record, approvals, chats, 

notes, requests and annotations 

are displayed on the top ribbon. An 

element with a blue dot has a new 

notification. For example, a new 

chat will appear like this . 

Press on  to create a: 

 New chat 

 New note 

 New approval (add-on 

module) 

 New request (add-on 

module) 

 New annotation. 
 

Figure 43: The record view 

The ribbon on the bottom of the screen contains menu items that allow for different 

actions. 

The following actions are available from the bottom ribbon: 

 Archive 

 Edit 

o Edit record 

o Edit approval document 

o Edit approval 

o Change responsible 

o Set supplementary 

o Set keywords 

 Reply 

o Reply 

o Reply all 

o Forward 

 Share 

o Copy link to this record 

o Record document as PDF 

o Approval document as PDF (add-on) 

Actions 

Navigation  
 

New 

Go to case 

Record 
document 
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o Generate combined PDF 

 More 

o Mark as read/unread 

o Delete record. 

The case view 

In the case view it is 

possible to access both 

free-text searches, 

advanced searches and 

cSearch (add-on module) 

Find out more about 

searches in F2 Touch in 

the section New search 

options. 

Press  to create a 

new record or a new 

approval. 

 

Figure 44: The case view 

The case metadata 

From the case view it is possible to view and edit the case metadata. Press the icon 

. The case metadata is then displayed as shown in the figure below. 

Go to the case 

metadata 

Fold/unfold 
advanced search 

The case 
records 

Advanced search 

and cSearch (add-
on module) 

Note: Menu items related to approvals require the add-on module F2 

Approvals. The approval menu items are only displayed on approvals if the user 

has the privileges needed to edit them. 
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The case metadata is 

displayed here. 

Press  to create: 

 New record. 

 New F2 Manager 

(add-on 

module). 

On the bottom ribbon the 

following actions are 

available: 

 Set case to 

‘Complete’. 

 Edit. 

 Copy link. 

 

Figure 45: Case information 

Swipe to display overview 

It is possible to show the overview 

of search lists and folders by 

swiping to the right from either the 

inbox or another search list. To 

hide the overview again, swipe left. 

Above the overview is the user 

identification. From here it is also 

possible to access the user 

settings. 

It is possible to filter the displayed 

lists. To apply a filter, enter a word 

in the search field. F2 Touch will 

automatically show the lists that 

contain the search word. Applying 

a filter the overview in case of a 

large number of results. 
 

Figure 46: Show search lists 

New search options 

There are new search options in F2 Touch. It is possible to search using either free-

text searches, advanced searches or by using cSearch (add-on module). Just like in 

F2 Desktop, searches are performed on the displayed list. 

Actions 
New 

The case 

information 

Search field 

Search lists 

User identification 

User settings 
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Figure 47: Free-text search 

Click on the arrow next to the search field to unfold the advanced search function. 

In the advanced search it is possible to use the following metadata: 

 Title 

 Participant 

 All/unread/solved 

 Personal flag / Unit flag. 

The title field searches for both the record and case title. 

 

Figure 48: Advanced search in F2 Touch 

Fold/unfold 
advanced search 

Record view is 

selected 
Free-text search 
field 

Record view is 

selected 

Switch to cSearch 
(add-on module) Clear search 

Fold/unfold 
advanced search 
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New design and new functions for chat 

The chat function has been given more 

options and displays more information. 

It is possible to see the chat’s title and it 

is now easier to see the chat 

participants. 

New chat messages are marked with a 

dot over the chat icon, , in the 

record view. 

Click on the individual chat to open it. 

 

Figure 49: Overview over chats 

 

The chat offers a number of 

functions. 

In the bottom ribbon there are the 

following functions: 

 Write chat message 

 Add participants to chat 

 Archive chat 

 Menu. 

Click on the icon  to view the 

following functions: 

 Mark chat as unseen 

 Name chat / Edit chat title 

 Deactivate/activate 

notifications 

 Turn "Delete after 30 

days" on/off. 

 

Figure 50: Chat 

 

  

All chats 

on the 

record 

Title 

Click 
here 

to see 

more 

Add chat participants 

View the chat 

participants 

Archive 

record 
Enter chat 

message 

Click here to 
view the record 
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Select the time zone 

A new setup has been implemented 

that enables the user to select whether 

F2 should display the date and time 

using the server’s or the F2 client’s 

time zone. As a standard the F2 client’s 

time zone is selected. Set the time 

zone under “User” in the “Setup” 

dialogue that is opened on the 

“Settings” tab in the main window. 

The chosen time zone is used in, 

among other things, deadlines. If the 

user has decided to use the F2 client’s 

time zone, he/she will see deadlines in 

local time, e.g. when abroad. The same 

applies to deadlines or searches using 

date and/or time. Other F2 users, who 

are in a different time zone, will see the 

date and time according to their own 

time zone. 

Date and time generated on the server 

will always be displayed using the 

server’s time zone. This applies to 

Word files generated to PDF, etc. 

These setup options have to be 

configured in cooperation with cBrain. 

 

Figure 51: User settings in F2 Touch 

Internet Explorer is no longer supported 

It is no longer possible to use Internet Explorer for F2 Touch on either PC or Mac. 

When trying to access F2 Touch using an unsupported browser, a warning will 

appear. Newer browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Edge or Safari) can be used instead. 

Log in using Face ID 

F2 Touch for iOS supports Face ID for iPhone X (or newer). This makes it possible 

to log into F2 using facial recognition. 

  

Select 

time zone 
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Remove case help 

It is now possible to remove the case help for a 

record directly in the “Case help” dialogue. 

Select For this record do not ask again to 

remove the case help from the current record. 

The action suggested by the case help is not 

performed. 

 

 

Figure 52: Case help 

Create approval in F2 Touch (add-on module) 

In F2 Touch, it is possible to create an 

approval by using an already existing 

approval template. Until now, it has 

only been possible to create an 

approval on an already existing record. 

The approval can now be created 

without a record document if this 

option has been configured. 

By default, it is not possible to create 

new approvals or edit existing 

approvals in F2 Touch. This can be 

configured in cooperation with cBrain. 

Press  in any list and then select 

Create approval process in the 

menu. 

 

Figure 53: Create approval in F2 Touch 

In the dialogue “Create approval 

process” it is possible to select 

whether or not to create a record 

document. 

 

Figure 54: Select/deselect the record 
document 

Create 

approval 

Select whether or 

not to create a 
record document 
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